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Best Practice Ergonomics:

Ergonomic Solutions: Practice and 
Equipment

Stefanie Nobriga, LCS, CAE

The Office
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Today’s Agenda

� Housekeeping 

� What is Ergonomics?

� Background

� Workforce Trends=Ergonomic Concerns

� Ergonomic Injuries and Causes

� Ergonomic Risk Factors

� Neutral and Non-Neutral Postures

� Your Role… What Can You Control?

� Office Ergonomics- 6 Design Principals

� Setting Up Your Workstation 

� Best Practice Solutions 

� Q&A

What is Ergonomics?

� Erg - a unit of work

� Nomos - the laws or study of
Environment

Technology 

& Equipment

Job 

Elements

Employees

The science of work and a person’s 

relationship to that work.

Ergonomics is sometimes defined as the 

science of fitting the work to the user 

instead of forcing the user to fit the work. 

However this is more a primary 

ergonomic principle rather than a 

definition.

Design is not just what it looks like, 
design is how it works. 

Steve Jobs 
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The Evolution Of Computing and 
Technology

We Have Come A Long Way…
History of the Mouse…  

In 1964, the first prototype 
computer mouse was designed by 
Douglas Engelbart and Bill English.  
Engelbart received a patent for 
the wooden shell with two metal 
wheels in 1970, describing it in the 
patent application as an "X-Y 
position indicator for a display 
system." "It was nicknamed the 
mouse because the tail came out 
the end”.

We Have Come A Long Way…

History of the Mouse… 
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We’ve  Come A Long Way…
New Technology- Barriers to Adoption 

Ergonomic Injuries

�Disorders of the:
- Muscles
- Nerves
- Tendons
- Ligaments
- Joints
- Cartilage
- Spinal discs

�Cumulative

�Chronic
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Causes of Ergonomic Injury

�At Work:
- Work habits
- Workstation design
- Work organization

�Outside of Work:
- Sports
- Hobbies
- Medical conditions

Ergonomic  Risk  Factors

Consider the following….
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Neutral Postures . . .  

Neutral 

Neutral 
head, arms, 
hands and 
back

Neutral legs and 
arms- no contact 
stress on the back 
of the legs (thigh 
parallel to the floor. 
Forearms also 
parallel to the floor

Neutral mousing
hand, straight 
wrist 
* mouse pad 
with wrist rest 
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Non-Neutral or Awkward Postures. . .

Non-Neutral . . .  

Back

Flexion

Neck

Cradling the 
phone receiver, 
includes mobile 
phones

“Perching” at the 
edge of the chair 
with back 
unsupported

Reaching with 
arms extended 
away from the 
body

Ulnar
Deviation 
of the wrist 
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So What Can You Do?

Workstation Evaluations

Office Employees

Process

1. Encourage movement

2. Chair – height, backrest

3. Keyboard/mouse – height, location

4. Monitor- location, height

5. Lighting- external or internal, glare

6. Other tools and equipment

7. Considerations for the Standing 

Workstation.

8. Laptop Users

� Six Design Principals

• Neutral Postures- Pain Distracts the Brain

• Fit Tools to the user/body- Adjustable equipment

• Dynamic Working- Dynamic not static. 

• Usability- The Romans got it right

• Firmitas- strength and durability

• Venustas- Looks attractive

• Utilitas- Useful and easy to use (Hicks Law- less is more)

• Invisibility- Design for invisibility- blends with the 
surroundings.

• Hedonomics- Design for pleasure- if it’s fun you will use it.

Office Ergonomics 
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� Some of the most 
potent mechanisms 
at the root cause of 
chronic disease are 
caused by inactivity 
(generally sitting) 
because the body 
needs frequent 
muscular activity…

ESSR,2004 & Diabetes, 2007, Marc 
Hamilton, Ph.D.

The Importance Of Movement
Inactivity Physiology Explained Simply

Breaks, Movement and Productivity
(Henning et al., 1997, Ergonomics, 40, 78-91)

� 92 computer workers at 2 sites of large insurance company 
participated

� Encouraged to take breaks (3-min. per hour)
� A third of workers asked to perform at least 2 stretching exercises 

during a 3 min break
� Productivity measured as the number of claims processed per the 

number of hours available for claims processing.
� Workers who took breaks and stretching were calmer, more 

comfortable and 15% more productive

120

115 114.9

110

105 104.9

100 100

95

90

Baseline Breaks Breaks & Stretch 

% Change
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Solution: Standing versus Sitting

Seated Standing

The Standing and Seated Workstations
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Measuring Your Standing and Seated Elbow 
Height

� Volunteers…

� Measuring the Standing Elbow Height

• Stand with your arms relaxed by your side 
(shoulders released).

• Bending at the elbow with forearms parallel to 
the floor, and keeping arms close to the body.

• Measure from the elbow to the floor.

• This is your standing elbow height.

� Measuring the Seated Elbow Height

• Seated with your feet flat to the floor

• Relax your arms by your side with elbows bent 
and forearms parallel the floor. 

• Measure from the elbow to the floor.

• This is your seated elbow height. 

Interactive Exercise

The Chair

So Many Chairs, So Little Time…Importance of a 

good chair

• What to look for in a functional chair…
• Backrest

• Supports the back from the top of the shoulders to the 
lower lumbar

• Height and/or angle adjustable

• Seat Pan
• Depth and width for large or petite users
• Pan slide function

• Armrests
• Height adjustable
• Width adjustable
• Removable
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� 200 people in a revenue collecting agency studied 

� Assigned to 3 groups:
• CT = Ergonomic chair + Training

• T = Training

• C = Control

� Decreased discomfort for CT group.

� 4.5% productivity increase for CT group compared with C group 
after 6 months

� $2000 per month average increase in collected revenues for CT 
group

� ROI on CT intervention was 7 days

� After 1 year the productivity increase was 17.8%

Dynamic Seating and Productivity 
(Amick et al 2003, Spine, 28,2706)

Keyboards

The Split Keyboard
• As with the traditional mouse the traditional keyboard places the hands in a pronated 

position and twists the forearms and can cause fatigue and pain of the shoulder, arm, 
hands and wrist.

• The split keyboard places the hands in a more neutral position from a 10 to 30 degree 
angles and reduces the strain placed on the arm, shoulder and hands. 

• Split keyboard such as the Kinesis Split, Microsoft Sculpt and Goldtouch Split keyboards 
place the hands in a more natural position and can help to reduce strain placed on the 
shoulders, arms and wrists.

• Indication for use: Hand, wrist, arm or shoulder pain.
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Wrist Pain

• The traditional mouse positions your hand, wrist, and forearm in a 
posture similar to that used while typing, technically called pronation. 

• This pronated position is “un-ergonomic” and sometimes causes 
discomfort and pain to the forearm and can also cause contact stress 
to the wrist.  

• When this happens it is necessary to consider an alternate input 
device such as a vertical mouse.

• The vertical mouse will reduce the strain on your hands and wrist 
tendons by eliminating the "claw" or "clamp" grip and putting you in a 
more natural "handshake" position. 

• Indications for use: Wrist pain or fatigue, forearm pain or fatigue.

Alternate Input Devices

Shoulder Pain (outward shoulder rotation), arm pain and neck 

pain.

• A bi-lateral mouse is good for persons with shoulder or forearm sensitivity caused by 
extended reach and arm motions

• Good for smaller person/shorter arm to reduce outbound reach for mouse

• Ideal for smaller person who performs more mouse than keyboard.

• The Contour Design, Rollermouse and Mousetrapper are both bi-lateral mice and 
good options to reduce pain of the shoulders (static loading), outward shoulder 
rotation (arm rotated outward to the right or left to operate the mouse).

• Indication for use: Shoulder pain, forearm pain due to reach. Excessive mouse use.

Alternate Input Devices
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Lighting

Lighting Concerns and Light measurement

• How light is measured

• Lighting schemes for offices need to meet the OSHA 
standard for lighting. OSHA standard uses Foot candles

• Illuminance is measured in foot candles (ftcd, fc, fcd) or lux 
(in the metric SI system). A foot candle is actually one lumen 

of light density per square foot; one lux is one lumen per 

square meter.

Lighting Recommendations
OSHA Standards

Activity Illumination   Foot Candles (ftc) 

• Public areas with dark surroundings 2-3-5 ftc
• Working areas where visual tasks are only occasionally 

performed 10-15-20 ftc
• Corridors, hallways, warehouses or exits areas 5 ftc
• Office areas, Classrooms 30 ftc
• Shops, plants, indoor bathrooms, kitchen or mess areas 10 ftc
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�Lighting may become a concern if: 

• Employees either complain of too much or too little 
light.

• Numerous complaints of headaches.

• Numerous complaints of glare on the screen.

• You notice overhead lights have been turned off or 
you notice entire common areas with lights off or a 
portion of the lights turned off.

• You have a large population of mature workers as well 
as younger workers working in the same araea. A 60-
year-old person requires two to three times the amount 
of light as a 20-year-old person. 

Lighting 

� Lighting Solutions

• Lighting survey can be conducted using a light meter to 
determine the proper illumination (ftc) according to the 
lighting standard in the area of question.

• Glare issues can be resolved by moving the computer 
monitor to parallel the outside light source or applying glare 
coating sheets on windows, closing blinds or adding diffusers 
to light fixtures. 

• Solutions can also be as simple as providing a task light to cut 
sharp over head light sources or for your mature workers 
sharing a common space with younger workers. 

Lighting Solutions
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Light, especially daylight, may be good for one's health 
through impacts on the body's circadian rhythms.

� A person’s "body clock" is regulated by circadian rhythms, 
which are physiological processes that occur 
approximately every 24-hours. 

� The best time of day for circadian stimulus is in the morning 
for at least 30 minutes

� People seated near windows and on higher floors receive 
more circadian stimulus

� Daylight is sometimes not enough; even in well-daylit
buildings, there are pockets of biological darkness and low 
levels of circadian stimulus that may require additional 
electric light

Circadian Lighting 

Other Equipment 

� Adjust the document and monitor position to minimize eye 
and head movement between the two

• The most-often looked-at item (document or monitor) should be in the 
center position

• Look at both equally, place on either side of  the center line

� Think about . . .
• Reach zones

o Frequently used item within 14 to 16 inches

o Less frequently used items, 22 to 26 inches

• Clutter under the desk

o Inhibits movement and getting close to work

• Frequent phone usage with or without writing or simultaneous computer 
use

o Consider a headset

• Need for task lighting
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Considerations For The Standing Workstation

By too much sitting still the body becomes unhealthy; and soon the mind. This is nature's law. Henry 

Wadsworth Longfellow, 1839 

Here are some points to consider for the standing User: 

1. Move from stand to sit frequently: According to Dr. Alan Hedge, Director of the Human Factors 

and Ergonomics teaching and research programs at Cornell University, you should change your 

position from sit to stand every 20 minutes although never stand or sit for more than 1 hour 

without a recovery break. A fidgety employee is a healthy employee. 

2. To Stand or Sit : There are some activities that are better done sitting. Activities requiring fine 

motor skills. Data Analysis, graphic design and CAD work.

3. Proper Footwear: Never use a standing workstation with dress shoes or high heels. Wear shoes 

with good insoles and arch support. Consider bringing a pair of shoes to work and keep them at 

their desk to wear at your workstation. 

4. Use an anti-fatigue mat: The static loading that is placed on the joints and spinal disks when 

standing can reverse the positives of standing if you do not use an anti fatigue matt and proper 

footwear.

5. Adjusting to Standing Elbow Height:  Make sure the keyboard and mouse are at your standing 

elbow height as well as monitor adjustment.

1. Laptop use off site (airports and coffee shops):
• Because the neck/head position is determined by the actions of the large muscles, you are better off 

sacrificing neck postures rather than wrist posture.

• Find a chair that is comfortable so you can sit back and position your laptop in your lap for the most 

neutral wrist posture that can be achieved.

• Angle the laptop screen so that you can see it with the least amount of neck deviation.

2.  Laptop as your main computer:
• Laptop should be positioned directly in front of the user and placed on a riser to avoid bending your 

neck and upper back.

• Use a external keyboard and mouse. A keyboard tray may also be required to assure a neutral posture.

3.  Consider Laptop dimensions:
• Consider the portability of larger laptops and use on airplanes or trains. The larger the laptop the less 

portable.

• Smaller laptops or tablets may have poor resolution and small keyboards.

• Laptop Weight:

• If you are a mobile professional who will be frequently transporting your laptop think about the 

weight of the system (laptop and all accessories).

• Total weights of more than 10 lbs. can cause back and neck strain if frequently transported.

• Consider rolling bags for travel.

Tips For Laptop Users
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Tips For Laptop Users

Laptops are “un-ergonomic” The design of laptops violates a basic ergonomic

requirement for a computer, namely the keyboard and screen are attached. 

With a “fixed” design (monitor and keyboard attached) the keyboard and 

monitor cannot be adjusted to meet the needs of the individual user. External 

equipment is required for laptop users to avoid musculoskeletal discomfort. 

Invest in, at minimum, an external keyboard, external mouse and laptop riser.

The “Micro-Break” and 
Self-Responsibility 

� Self-Responsibility

� Organize your work area.

� Vary tasks.

� Clean the monitor and daily.

� Practice a light typing touch                                                                                                

and floating hand.

� Remember to blink and rest                                                                            the eyes.

�Take frequent mini-breaks for movement and recovery.

�Stretches at the workstation.
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Equipment/Solutions

Questions?

Stefanie Nobriga, LCS, CAE
Senior Health & Risk Consultant

Certified Ergonomist
(626) 535-1436

snobriga@boltonco.com


